Introduction
As every radiologist knows, RadioGraphics is one of the premier review article journals in our field. Its educational content is an outstanding resource for in-depth topics and matching illustrations for a myriad of topics in radiology. This app succeeds in making all of that terrific content available on your phone or tablet at the touch of a button. Now, you can have all of these illustrations and expert content available at your fingertips.
Features/Content
As an RSNA member, or with an individual or institutional subscription, one has access to full-text articles and high-resolution images published in RadioGraphics. Without a subscription, access to abstracts is nevertheless free of charge. To make things easy, one needs only to sign in a single time to access all the content; the login information is saved for the next time the app is used. The app developers have incorporated many very useful features, including bookmarking of articles (which unfortunately does not sync across devices), a good search tool, sharing links to article through social media or SMS, sharing images via email, and linking to SA-CME tests. For users that prefer to read their articles within another app, print the article, or save a PDF for any other reason, this is easily accomplished as well.
Browsing or skimming a particular issue's articles or table of contents is very straightforward (Fig. 1 )-possibly easier than through the website or in print. The within-article search tool also works very well (Fig. 2) . Text and images within the articles are brought up in an ergonomic layout. Furthermore, RadioGraphics' practical Bteaching points^are automatically highlighted in red (Fig. 3) , making it easy to quickly skim an article.
A critical component of the content in RadioGraphics is the images, and these are adeptly handled within the app. If the user touches an image within an article, a high-resolution version of the image is brought up along with the ability to swipe through all the images in the Cons: Occasionally the user interface is slightly unwieldy. Accessing older content may be cumbersome. Accessing CME content from a smartphone is not much improved by the app compared to going through the web. At a glance: If you like perusing issues of RadioGraphics to stay up to date, and you do not mind reading on your tablet or phone, then this app is for you. A great interface allows you to review all the images and text from recent issues and bookmark articles in an easy manner.
article (Fig. 4) . From here, one can easily save an image to the device or email it to oneself or other interested parties. One minor grievance with emailing is that although the reference for the article is sent along with a thumbnail image and a link to the article, it does not send a high-resolution version of the image-and the figure legend is not included in the email either. Perhaps, there are copyright restrictions limiting what can be done to improve this issue. If you are worried about all these high-resolution images using too much valuable space on your device, the app developers have thought of this already. The user can choose how many days to retain downloaded content, and more importantly, what level of downloaded content detail is cached, ranging from text only to full-resolution images and tables.
Usability
The app has an agreeable layout and is generally very usable. As mentioned above, articles can be accessed easily by browsing or by searching. The caveat to Fig. 1 Table of contents for browsing the latest issues Fig. 2 The search feature primarily searches content downloaded to the device, although an option for searching older and/or archived content does also exist this is that while a search is possible for older RadioGraphics content, searching through the archives for an article older than a few months becomes somewhat clunky, as it requires navigating outside of the app (at the time this review is written). There are many details included by the app developers that enrich the user experience. For example, references within the article can easily be accessed through hyperlinks (Fig. 5) ; for users that are on an institutional network, this means being able to jump directly to the primary data when needed.
Figures can be difficult to handle on tablets or smartphones, but this app does that quite well. For the most part, pulling up images is intuitive, and gestures can be used to zoom, pan, or swipe through images. Images are also embedded beautifully into the text, with collapsible figure legends, and with multi-part figures split up into their parts, thereby increasing readability even on a phone. One oversight here is that the entire The CME link is perhaps the portion that needs the most work for usability. Although the direct link is certainly useful, it opens a website within the device's browser, which then requires logging into one's RSNA account again. Having the CME content directly embedded in the app would be a major improvement.
Good
The RadioGraphics app delivers the finest content in radiology education, as one has come to expect of this premier journal. The developers have obviously taken care in thinking about useful and important features from a radiologist's point of view-for example, quick access to images, bookmarking articles of interest, and sharing of educational content through email. The images show up elegantly on a tablet or a smartphone, and much effort on the backend design has ensured that high-resolution images show up as quickly as possible given the space constraints of many devices.
As discussed above, both text and images are generally managed very well within the app in a userfriendly layout that is particularly well suited to browsing the latest RadioGraphics issues. If one is looking to read an article within the latest issue, the app really shines in landscape mode on the iPad (Fig. 6) .
The fact that login information is saved is an immense time-saving measure that will likely convince many radiologists to use the app on a regular basis. It allows easy access to this fine content from anywhere at any time.
Room for Improvement
There are a few obvious but relatively minor oversights mentioned above that likely will be sorted out in future version of the app, such as being able to email highresolution images and accessing CME directly through the app. In addition, features of the app are occasionally hidden or appear not to work properly unless you know the meaning of certain icons, and this takes a little adjustment. (For example, the image bar at the bottom of the screen appears to have a Bslider^for collapsing [see Fig. 4 ], but it actually requires a simple touch rather than a slide, which is not entirely intuitive.) Here is a tip for another critical feature for anyone hoping to read an entire article on the phone or tablet: to collapse the toolbars on the screen so that only the article itself appears, double tap on the text of the article. Double tap again to make the menu items re-appear. This feature holds true on the phone or tablet.
Accessing the RadioGraphics archives for older articles is currently quite cumbersome from within the app Fig. 5 For those interested, references are very easily accessible through hyperlinks embedded within the content of the app. Source, used with permission [1] and is only possible through the advanced search feature, which requires many extra steps, navigates you to the pubs.rsna.org website, and in our hands did not work particularly well-downloads sometimes stalled and downloaded content does not appear within the app but rather within a separate linked website that is difficult to find again at a later time. Conversely, if one has downloaded an issue or article that is no longer needed, it would be helpful to be able to delete it off the device but that is not a feature that is currently supported. Finally, another useful feature that is likely easy to incorporate is the syncing of bookmarks across devices.
Given the host of other features that are managed so well, it would not be surprising to see these features and, likely many others, incorporated into future versions of the app.
